CROSSWORD
Movies and Television

Look at the words below and give clues to your partner.

Across

1. TV COMMERCIAL

3. SOAP OPERA

7. REMOTE CONTROL

9. ADVENTURE MOVIE

10. STUNT

13. AUDIENCE

15. SHOWTIMES

19. DIRECTOR

20. COMEDY

22. SCRIPT

23. DVD
CROSSWORD
Movies and Television

Look at the words below and give clues to your partner.

**Down**

1. N
2. F
3. C
4. E
5. I
6. M

7. S
8. V
9. O
10. A
11. S
12. A
13. O
14. A
15. U
16. T
17. H
18. V
19. O
20. I
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### CROSSWORD

**Aims**  Vocabulary practice; listening and speaking practice; practice giving definitions  
**Level**  Intermediate to Advanced  
**Time**  Approximately 20 – 25 minutes

### ANSWER KEY

#### Across words:
1. TV commercial  
2. soap opera  
3. remote control  
4. stunt  
5. adventure movie  
6. audience  
7. video  
8. show times  
9. director  
10. comedy  
11. script  
12. DVD

#### Down words:
1. news program  
2. film  
3. cartoon  
4. episode  
5. movie ticket  
6. volume  
7. action movie  
8. scene  
9. subtitles  
10. animation  
11. TV screen  
12. Hollywood
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